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Woodturning is one of the fastest growing hobbies in the United States, but most beginning
woodturners don’t have access to formal training or experienced teachers. Written by a
professional woodturning instructor with over a decade’s teaching experience, “A Lesson Plan
for Woodturning” is a systematic, skill-building introduction that helps beginning woodturners
master basic woodworking techniques on their own.“A Lesson Plan for Woodturning” provides a
complete, self-directed course in woodturning safety, tools, and techniques that will help any
beginning woodturner learn the basics on his or her own time. Using methods proven in the
classroom, “A Lesson Plan for Woodturning” provides the equivalent of three semester-length
classes in one book.Designed to give readers a thorough grounding in every essential
woodturning technique, “A Lesson Plan for Woodturning,” is systematically organized to teach
basic skills that are building blocks for mastering more complex tasks. Each lesson features
projects designed to develop the specific skill discussed. The structure, order and specific
exercises are based on classroom-tested experience in teaching woodturning to both adult and
younger students and are well tested in the classroom.Each project is thoroughly documented
with step-by-step instructions, illustrations and photographs, showing the specific tasks,
positions, and cutting motions needed to successfully complete the project. The projects are
simple, direct, and focused on skill development. Readers can easily develop their own similar
projects following the same general steps.
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Cataloging-in-Publication DataRodgers, James, 1941 November 16-A lesson plan for
woodturning : step-by-step instructions for mastering woodturning fundamentals / James
Rodgers.1. Turning (Lathe work)--Technique--Textbooks. 2. Woodwork--Patterns--Textbooks. I.
Title.TT201.R64 2014684’.083--dc232013038215Linden Publishing, Inc.2006 S. MaryFresno,
CA 93721ContentsPrefacePreparing for Woodturning Activities1.Getting Started—Turning
Between Centers2.Keeping Your Tools Sharp3.Your First Projects4.Introduction to Faceplate
Turning5.Turning Your First Bowl6.Turning Your First Platter7.Working with Green Wood8.Turning
a Natural Edge Bowl9.End Grain Turning10.End Grain Boxes—Making Things Fit11.Completing
Your Projects12.Where to Go NextAppendix I: Additional ProjectsAppendix II: Lathe
MaintenanceAppendix III: Additional ReferencesPrefaceThe goal of this volume is to provide a
structured order to the teaching of woodturning skills utilizing safe and secure techniques. The
information, instructions, and activities have been selected for this volume from several years’
experience in teaching woodturning basics to both adult and younger students. Each activity is a
chance to practice one technique on a usable project. Each following project builds by adding
additional complexity to the earlier projects.The opening text is what you need to know to
proceed on to the following activity.While there are many different techniques and approaches to
teaching yourself or others woodturning, the approach presented in this book distills methods
and processes used both in adult and high school classes for over a decade and are known to
achieve the desired learning results.Follow the chapters in sequence. Read or deliver the
discussions first and you or your students will develop a solid foundation in woodturning.How to
Use This BookIf you are a teacherRead, study and deliver the written materials in the sequence
presented followed by the appropriate reinforcing project activity. At the end of each chapter, it
would be helpful to reinforce what has been learned with a discussion of what worked well and
what could be done differently if the activity was repeated.Most activities can be completed in
about a three-hour time period, recognizing that that time may be broken into many smaller units



by the nature of class schedules.The full course, not including the additional activities, can be
complete in about 60 hours.The lessons are arranged in an order that most efficiently develops
the skills necessary to turn wood safely:•Turning between centers builds basic turning skills and
muscle memory.•Bowl turning adds additional tools and working with cross grain wood.•Goblets
and boxes introduce the student to the additional techniques of working with end grain and more
precise techniques.•Additional activities have been placed in the appendix for use with rapidly
progressing learners or for additional practice.A Bill of Materials for all activities has been
included in the appendix to allow for ordering of supplies.Teaching yourselfIf the lessons are
followed in sequence the completion of the basic instruction will take you through activities
which you can repeat as many times as desired.At the end of each activity, a self-evaluation
should compare your results with what was anticipated; self-criticism will lead to improvement of
techniques, and repetition will lead to skill.AcknowledgementsThe author wishes to thank the
following people for their cooperation in the development of the materials and the production of
this book.Dr. Rosalind Harper for her assistance in the photography of the majority of the book’s
illustrations.Jan Blumer and Mike Bulat for their assistance in additional photography.Ron
Kersey for developing all the Sketch Up drawings used.The Wood Turning Center at the
Pleasant Hill Education Center of the Mt. Diablo Unified School District where we have
conducted woodturning classes for many years.Sharon Rodgers for her review and editing of
this writer’s poor grammar.Preparing for Woodturning ActivitiesDiscussionSuccessful
woodturning requires a safe and comfortable environment, as well as all the necessary tools and
accessories. Before getting started, here are a few things you need to know and address.Setup
for comfort and easeLathe height should be adjusted to allow the student to work without strain
to the shoulders and back. If the spindle height of the lathe falls at the student’s elbow height
they will work with less fatigue. If your lathes are of a fixed height, a movable platform may be
useful for the shorter student.Allow sufficient room around each work location so as not to crowd
the student and allow space for the instructor to comfortably work with each student. Five feet
clearance left, right and behind the work location is a good average clearance.This is a good
starting position and a comfortable stance.Woodturning Safety GuidelinesWhen turning wood
there are several safety guidelines to be observed rigorously:•Safety glasses with side shields
are always a minimum requirement.•Full-face shields are added for bowl turning, where more
protection is needed.•Dust mask for lung protection is needed, especially during
sanding.•Closed toe shoes for comfort and safety at all times.•Hands and forearms must be free
of clothing and loose jewelry.•Long hair must be pulled back.•No ear buds for music or cell
phones are allowed.Additional safety rules with more general application are included in the
appendix.Here are the key lathe components.Three aids to reducing accidents in a classroom
setting•Don’t work when you are tired or unwell.•Don’t hurry or rush to complete a
project.•Recognize that there will always be distractions that can cause loss of
focus.Woodturning TerminologyThere are a number of terms and names used to describe
woodturning tools and activities. You’ll find these terms introduced as needed throughout the



book. Additional terminology is located in Appendix III.Basic Tool ListLathes should be equipped
with a set of five basic turning tools. Other tools less frequently used can be held in a central
location for shared use. Here is the basic set:•Spindle roughing gouge. 1" diameter
(approx.)•Skew chisel, not round or oval stock. ¾"–1"•Parting tool. 3⁄16"–¼"•Shallow-fluted gouge
(spindle). 3⁄8"•Deep fluted gouge (bowl). ¼"–3⁄8"Your starting tool set contains these five basic
tools.Other accessories that each lathe will require•Four-jaw scroll chuck with screw chuck
accessory.•3⁄8" collet chuck with draw bar.•Jacobs chuck with Morris taper #2 and selected drill
bits.Other tools to be shared might include•1" and 1½" interior bowl scrapers.•5⁄8"–1" inch round-
nosed box scrapers.•Calipers, wall thickness and vernier.Things to Watch Out ForHere are the
several things that always seem to cause beginners some difficulties:•Tight body. This means a
lack of freedom of movement, which restricts fluid motions, with the tools causing poor shaping
of the project and irregular surfaces due to inadequate tool control. Rigid, tight muscles locking
the tool tightly in the hand force the student to fight the wood/lathe combination, tires them, and
can cause them to lose control.•Working too fast. Forcing the tool through the wood, rather than
understanding how fast the wood wants to be cut with that tool and at that lathe speed, creates
rough surfaces and poorly shaped cuts. Cutting the wood before planning the best approach to
the cut causes a lot of starting over. Think ahead. Don’t start without an overall plan of what
shape is to be achieved and how best to approach the final result. Many turners will make a
drawing of what is to be turned.•Cutting with the wrong lathe speed. First projects are normally
spindle projects on smaller pieces of wood requiring greater RPM’s to allow for smooth cutting.
Slower is not necessarily safer. In bowl turning, starting with out-of-balance stock may require
the speed to be reduced to its minimum until the stock is more balanced; then the speed can be
increased to improve the cuts. Cutting projects with voids or discontinuous surfaces also
requires an increase in lathe speed for more cutting control.Downhill to the grain in spindle
turning is always toward the center.•Working with dull tools. Everyone can recognize the
improvement of the cut surface and the greater ease in cutting when a tool is sharpened, but few
new wood turners recognize when it’s time to resharpen a tool. If in doubt—sharpen. Sharpening
requires a light hand to “dress the edge” rather than “grinding the tool.”•Not recognizing that you
have to “pay your dues.” Doing it again to improve lathe/tool/body operation is called “practicing,”
which few do enough. Make one project; examine what could have been done differently to
improve; then do it again. Don’t attempt complex projects in quality wood without doing a
prototype, as you may end up with disappointing results and waste good wood. Consider
making a sample in plain wood first. Be sure to spend a lot of time with your spindle projects.
These are the activities where the most is learned about tool usage and body movements. Don’t
skip the basics.•Direction of cuts. When making cuts, we try to cut “downhill to the grain.” This is
the direction in which the fibers being cut are most supported by the uncut fibers. The supported
fibers cut more cleanly, resulting in less tear out, smoother cutting and the final effect—less
sanding. Cutting the other direction is like rubbing a cat backwards.In spindle work, downhill to
the grain is always towards the center of the spindle. In bowl turning, down hill changes direction



depending on the blank’s orientation. More about this later in the book.1Getting Started —
Turning Between CentersObjectives•Introduce the student to the lathe operations.•Learn the
use of major spindle turning tools.•Practice roughing out, planing, and cutting beads and
coves.•Learn about each tool as it is used.•Practice cutting with feedback for position and
movements.•Introduce the A-B-C’s of woodturning.•Develop learner confidence while handling
the basic cutting tools.DiscussionTurning between centers (spindle turning) is the process of
working with wood where the wood fibers are parallel with the axis of the lathe. In turning
spindles the major cuts are the bead, cove and fillet.Four of the major woodturning tools will be
introduced in this section. Practice turning on spindle stock to develop the basic body, hand and
arm movements and become more familiar and comfortable with the working of the wood lathe.
Several projects are provided to introduce and expand spindle turning skills. If additional practice
is desired additional activities are included in Appendix I.Let’s look at each of the major spindle
turning tools.The Spindle Roughing Gouge (SRG)DescriptionThe spindle roughing gouge is the
first tool that most turners use and it is easy to develop skill and confidence with.The “SRG” is
named spindle roughing gouge (Photo 1) to indicate that this tool is not to be used for roughing
out bowls or any hollowing applications! This misuse has led to many cases of serious injury.The
tool is typically ground straight across and with a bevel angle of about 45 degrees, optimizing it
for turning round spindles from a square piece of stock. The tool can be rotated in order to use
all the edge rather than just the portion in the center. This reduces the need to resharpen as
frequently.In furniture construction, a round chair leg may need to be cut against a square
mounting shoulder. Here the tool is rolled up on its side to allow rounding the leg cleanly next to
the square mounting shoulder.What to watch out for•New turners fail to hold the tool square to
the work, which causes one shoulder of the tool to catch and run off in the opposite
direction.•Also, new turners fail to start the cut with the handle low enough to “rub the bevel”
before raising the handle into the cutting position. Failing to raise slowly into a shearing cut
position results in raising the handle too far and scraping the fibers away, rather than a
controlled, easy slicing of the fibers.•If the turner does not work toward the project end in a
sweeping cut, the tool can potentially catch on one of the square corners at the end of the
piece.•Good body position requires the feet to be separated and the body weight transferred
from one foot to the other as the cut progresses along the spindle. When the feet are held tightly
together and the tool supported against the hip, the body is unable to smoothly advance the tool
across the wood.•Pressing the tool against the tool rest too hard can cause the tool to drag and
jump during the cutting, requiring more effort and creating rougher cuts.Activity•Set the lathe
speed to a moderately high speed (1,200–1,800 RPM).•Place the spur drive in the headstock
and the rotating live center in the tailstock.•Mount the practice blank between these centers.1.
The spindle roughing gouge (SRG) is just for getting the spindle round.2. The SRG is ready to
make a cut with the handle down and anchored.•Place the tool on the tool rest squarely at 90
degrees to the work while holding the handle low and next to your body. (Photo 2)•Examine the
height of the tool rest and adjust it if necessary to allow the cutting edge of the tool to be a little



above the center of the spindle and approximately ¼" from the spindle. When readjusting the
tool rest, be sure to set it square to the spindle.•Rotate the wood by hand to assure that there
are no obstructions and the spindle is free to rotate.•Turn the lathe on, stepping to one side “just
in case.”•Place the tool on the tool rest with the flute facing upward and the handle against your
side.•To begin the cut, raise the tool handle and advance the tool until only the bevel behind the
cutting edge is touching the wood. Nothing should be cutting at the point.•Raise the handle a
little until the wood fibers begin to be cut—stop raising the handle further. You are now in the
correct cutting position.•With the tool locked to your side, shift your weight from one foot to the
other to advance along the tool rest.•Work toward the end of the square practice stock and in
successive cuts. Continue to work back toward the center.•Switch hands and work the other end
backward toward the center.•Work smoothly back and forth until the spindle is evenly round and
true.•Leave the smoothed spindle on the lathe for use in the next activity.3. Here are three typical
skew chisels, one with a radiused edge.The Skew ChiselDescriptionThe skew chisel is a double-
beveled cutting tool with the cutting edge angled in one direction at about 70 degrees (skewed).
(Photo 3)Skew chisels are manufactured in different configurations from round or rectangular
stock. The preferred shape for the tool has a flat edge on the long point side and a rounded edge
on the short point side. As you will see, this configuration will facilitate the basic cuts we will
learn.There is a general preference for skew chisels made from rectangular stock, as they are
stiffer and develop less vibration during cuts and are easier to sharpen.A skew chisel of about
¾–1" in width is most flexible, from cutting beads to pen turning. Wider skews work better in
roughing cuts and planing cuts and on larger work such as Newell posts and chair spindles.The
length of the bevel should be 1½ times the thickness of the stock (shaft) and ground at a 70-
degree angle to the shaft. The edge of the tool on the long point side (sometimes called the toe)
should be square to allow for easy “V” cuts. The edge on the shorter point side (sometimes
called the heel) should be rounded over to assist in rolling the tool during the cutting of
beads.On some skews the cutting edge is radiused with the first 20% of that edge starting from
the long point perpendicular to the shaft to aid in better peel cuts. The balance of the edge then
is rounded as illustrated above.The skew chisel is your most versatile tool and is capable of
many different uses. The basic cuts from which all skew chisel operations evolve are the planing
cut, the peel cut, and the “V” cut.Planing cutsAs with the bench plane for the cabinetmaker, the
skew’s planing cut levels and smoothes the wood surface, cleaning up a roughed out wood
spindle and flattening out ridges left by the spindle roughing gouge. Some shaping can also be
done, creating positive curvatures in projects such as tool handles or wood pens.4. Start the
planing cut with the skew in this position, cutting toward the right.For ease and comfort, the tool
rest is raised so that the cutting edge rests against the spindle at about 11 o’clock. Remember to
place the tool against the tool rest with the bevel resting against the spindle. Raise the handle
slowly to bring the cutting edge into contact with the wood. Allow the handle to rotate slightly as
the bevel comes into contact. (Photo 4)As the handle is raised, the edge of the tool contacts the
spindle surface and a small shaving begins to appear. Do not raise the handle further. Lock the



tool to your body and move horizontally along the tool rest without changing your body or tool
positions, transferring your weight from one foot to the other. If you move your hand slightly you
will change the angle, and the cut will change.If the wood surface is irregular or bumpy, only the
highest surface will be cut and the lower portions will not be cut. Repeating this cut levels the
surface until the entire surface is equally planed.Peel cutsThe peel cut removes large amounts
of wood rapidly but with some torn grain and an irregular surface. This cut is very safe to perform
as long as the bite size remains small. The cut will have to be cleaned up later.The tool is laid
down flat on its side with the long point facing the wood, the tool’s handle is raised, and the tool
rolls into the wood. As the spindle diameter gets smaller the tool is advanced to maintain the
cutting action.If your skew is the style with a radiused edge and the first ¼ inch of the edge is
ground horizontally, it will create a peel cut that will be flat and not as jagged. The tool used in
this fashion can also be applied to cleaning up badly frayed areas or knots, if applied lightly.“V”
cutsAs the name implies, this cut creates a v-shaped groove in the spindle. The “V” cut is a very
clean cut through the wood’s end grain fibers, a quality not matched by any other tool. “V” cuts
are used for layout lines, decorative cuts, or for parting deeply into the wood, as in cutting off the
end of a tool handle cleanly.The “V” cut is made by placing the tool vertically on the tool rest with
the long point downward. To keep the tool perfectly vertical it is important that the flat edge rests
squarely on your tool rest. The tool is then pushed into the wood with an arching motion. As the
tool is advanced the tip will cut a small “V”-shaped groove. Further pressure on the tool at this
point will not enlarge the groove, only burn the wood around it.To expand the “V” cut the tool is
moved slightly to the right or left and the long point set to cut a parallel groove no more than 1⁄16"
further to the right or left. As the tool is advanced, the wood on the previously cut side of the tool
will fracture off leaving a wider groove and a smooth wall surface. The tool is then placed on the
opposite side of the original cut and the operation repeated as the “V” cut is enlarged.Leaning
the skew chisel to the right or left may cause the edge to catch in the wood and cut a spiral,
ruining the wood surface. Sanding a “V” groove is never necessary.
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JTC, “A great book for improving skills and tool use.. This is a wonderful book that has really help
me to develop my woodturning ability. It’s a great accompaniment to the series of video lessons
that the author, Jim Rodgers, has on Youtube. I’ve learned a lot from my local club’s mentors, but
this book has allowed me to learn to use tools properly in ways my mentors may not know or be
comfortable teaching. I highly recommend it.”

F. Simpson, “Most excellent book!. Most excellent book!!!, gives comprehensive directions and
lots of clear color photos along with straightforward text. An excellent book for the beginner as
well. Gives a variety of projects so that you become familiar with the tools and techniques
required for each type of turning you will want to do. Gives the beginner (Like Me) a good idea
how to tackle each type of project. Even covers green wood turning and the principles of how the
wood moves as it dries. Found it very interesting and easy to understand the principles
conveyed between the covers.”

Ebook Library Reader2, “Excellent value. In a little over 100 pages this book takes the reader
through the basics of woodturning in a methodical, thorough and concise manner. Safety
procedures are well presented (and practical), the material lists are neatly laid out and the
projects are simple yet elegant. This is the work of an experienced and clear headed
woodturner.The illustrations are superb, the editing is uncompromising (rare indeed nowadays).
Altogether it is a remarkable book for ”

James P Anslinger, “I'm really glad I bought this book. A basic intro to wood turning (just what I
need) but it helps explain "how to" for us with little or no experience. It covers everything I
wanted, from how to choose chisels, how to sharpen them, how to use the lathe machine, and
even how to stand and grip the chisel.  I'm really glad I bought this book.”

kjacobs, “Good place to start woodturning. Very good book on woodturning basics. Just learning
how to turn, book has been very helpful..”

A Ray, “Good book. Good step by step information a beginner needs on turning on a wood lathe”

Ebook Library Reader, “Back to the basics!. Starts with the basics and covers equip.,cuts,
finishes etc. Offers a series of exercise that works through common turning projects.”

Mike Cox, “We worth the investment.. Very informative for a beginner.”

Scrolling Golfer, “Great Book. Arrived promptly. Looking forward to turning the objects defined.”



A. Grant, “The person who turned.. Very useful and a good read. If like me you are starting out, it
is as a great book to read. Has all you need to know in an easy form to read. Thank you.”

Jim Martin, “helpful approach to starting woodturning. good book with a logical way to start
woodturningmore fun than the usual didactic books”

Kerry, “Clear and helpful information. Good clear and helpful information for my retired husband
regards persuing the hobby of wood turning.”

The book by James Rodgers has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 74 people have provided feedback.
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